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Introduction
Consumer Reports (CR)1 submits the following comments to the Canadian
Transportation Agency (“CTA”) in the above-referenced matter, announced on December 22,
2018. These proposed regulations will greatly aid airline passengers flying to, from, and within
Canada, on Canadian-based commercial air carriers as well as on commercial air carriers based
in the United States and other countries. We support all of these proposed regulations,2 which
address concerns on seven key issues:
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clear communication
delayed or cancelled flights
denied boarding
tarmac delays over three hours
the seating of children under the age of 14
lost or damaged baggage
the transportation of musical instruments

Consumer Reports is an expert, independent, non-profit organization in the United States, whose mission is to
work for a fair, just, and safe marketplace for all consumers and to empower consumers to protect themselves.
Consumers Reports works for pro-consumer policies in the areas of travel, financial services and marketplace
practices, antitrust and competition policy, privacy and data security, food and product safety, telecommunications
and technology, and other consumer issues, in Washington, DC, in the states, and in the marketplace. Consumer
Reports is the world’s largest independent product-testing organization, using its dozens of labs, auto test center, and
survey research department to rate thousands of products and services annually. Founded in 1936, Consumer
Reports has over 6 million members and publishes its magazine, website, and other publications.
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Canadian Transportation Agency; “Proposed Air Passenger Protection Regulations Highlights,” modified
December 13, 2018; otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/proposed-air-passenger-protection-regulations-highlights.

We also offer some additional recommendations, as discussed below.
Background
As detailed in the Background section of the Proposed Air Passenger Protection
Regulations Highlights page on its website, the CTA has been examining these issues since
2016, and in 2018 solicited comments from the traveling public, consumer rights organizations,
and airlines. Comments were culled from in-person and call-in sessions, airport surveys,
stakeholder meetings, and written submissions. In addition, the CTA held public sessions at eight
locations throughout Canada. The results are clear: The “key themes” reported in the “What We
Heard” document reflect general consensus among travelers and consumer advocates for the
seven regulatory proposals put forth by the CTA. We applaud the CTA for undertaking this
thorough solicitation of opinions from the passengers whom the airlines serve.
In our advocacy in the United States, we have called for a consistent, uniform,
comprehensive, clearly written set of passenger rights for U.S. airlines, including the following,
many of which are also embodied in the CTA proposals:


clear and consistent guidelines for compensation for flight delays of varying lengths
(rebooking, refunds, meals and lodging when necessary, etc.);



clear and consistent guidelines for compensation for flight cancellations (rebooking,
refunds, meals and lodging, etc.);



clear and consistent guidelines for compensation for voluntary relinquishment of a
ticketed seat due to overbooking or giving priority to other passengers; and a clear
prohibition on involuntary relinquishment of a ticketed seat due to overbooking or
giving priority to other passengers;



clear guidelines for involuntary denied boarding and forced removal for safety and
security reasons;



complete airfare transparency, including for all taxes and surcharges, and for all
possible ancillary fees, equally available in all booking channels, both online and
offline, whether offered through the airlines themselves or offered through third
parties;



enforcement of minimum seat standards to ensure reasonable passenger comfort;
address health concerns, including the risk of deep vein thrombosis; and promote
safety, including adequate space for effective evacuation.3

Making these protections actual legal requirements will help address the current situation
in which consumers are largely dependent on airline Contracts of Carriage to determine what
3

See, e.g., testimony of William J. McGee, Aviation Consultant, Consumers Union, May 2, 2017,
advocacy.consumerreports.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Consumers-Union-McGee-05-02-2017-House-airlinehearing.pdf (hereafter “May 2017 CR testimony”).
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their rights are. These contracts are lengthy, and essentially one-sided, giving all rights and
flexibility to the airlines, with precious few rights to their passengers; and they are subject to
change whenever it suits the airline.4 These same lengthy, one-sided agreements that no
consumer can reasonably expect to understand also determine passenger rights in Canada. For
example, Air Canada’s General Conditions of Carriage and Tariffs for domestic flights runs to
88 printed pages, and the same document for international flights runs to 117 pages.5
Support for Specific Proposals
1. Communication
CR strongly supports this proposal, which would require that passengers be informed of
their rights “in a timely, clear, and accessible way.” Further, we commend the CTA for
proposing to ensure that passengers would have the right to receive information via the methods
they choose, such as by email or text messaging. We also note that the four situations highlighted
in this section are addressed separately in these Proposed Air Passenger Protection Regulations:


delayed or cancelled flights



denied boarding



lost or damaged baggage



the seating of children under the age of 14

We agree that it is critical that this passenger rights information be conveyed in “simple, clear,
and concise language” via all travel documents and ticket resellers.
We further respectfully suggest that the CTA consider requiring key passenger rights
information to be displayed in airports. A similar regulation has existed in the European Union
for many years, and large, colorful, easily understood posters are prominently displayed in
airports throughout Europe that explain to passengers their rights, and provide contact
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See American Bar Association, “The Obligations of Airlines and the Rights of Passengers,” Alexander Anolik,
June 29, 2017,
www.americanbar.org/groups/gpsolo/publications/gp_solo/2013/may_june/the_obligations_airlines_and_rights_pas
sengers/ (“This overwhelming document, full of legalese and every imaginable limitation of liability, is a textbook
contract of adhesion.”); USA Today; “Contracts of Carriage: Deciphering Murky Airline Rules,” Bill McGee, July
12 2017; www.usatoday.com/story/travel/columnist/mcgee/2017/07/12/airline-contract-carriage/469916001
(quoting Thomas Dickerson, retired New York Justice and author of Travel Law: “Contracts of carriage, like
insurance policies, are written by lawyers to be read by lawyers and to protect the airline. They are not written to
inform consumers. DOT should require plain English versions for consumers.”
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Air Canada; “General Conditions of Carriage and Tariffs,” retrieved February 18, 2019;
www.aircanada.com/us/en/aco/home/legal/conditions-carriage-tariffs.html.
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information on filing complaints.6 CR has supported proposals for providing similar posters in
U.S. airports.7
2. Delayed or Cancelled Flights
A central pillar of passenger rights is compensation for delayed or cancelled flights that
can cause significant inconvenience, and sometimes significant resulting harms, to passengers.
The CTA’s proposed protections are completely in keeping with the Flight Compensation
Regulation 261 protections in place in the European Union since 2005.8 CR repeatedly has cited
these EU rules as a fitting blueprint for similar regulations in the United States.9
The CTA proposal also addresses the issue of “interline” agreements10 that would require
passengers to be accommodated on other airlines when there are flight delays or cancellations:
“In the event of a flight disruption outside of the airline’s control, a large airline
would be required to rebook using the services of another (competing) airline, if
their own next available flight would not depart within 48 hours.”
We agree that this is an excellent proposal. We respectfully recommend that it be
extended beyond just “large airlines” to include all scheduled passenger airlines of any size, with
the airline with the flight disruption compensating the accommodating airline for the face value
of the ticket. In the United States, major airlines have eliminated such interline agreements, also
known as “Rule 240” agreements, with smaller carriers in recent years, as part of apparent efforts
to weaken the customer appeal of low-cost airlines.11 Requiring carriers to maintain interline
agreements, as they once did in the United States, would better address this major inconvenience
for passengers.
3. Denied Boarding
CR has been vocal in its support for compensation to passengers who have been denied
boarding. Furthermore, we agree that such compensation should be in the form of cash
payments; and we recommend that this be made explicit in the regulation, to prevent airlines
from steering passengers into accepting credit for a future flight instead.
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In the United States, CR testified on this issue at a congressional hearing in the wake of
the infamous “dragging incident” of Dr. David Dao, a passenger onboard Untied Express Flight
3411 in April 2017.12 In advocating for compensating a ticketed passenger for being denied
boarding, we suggested there be no limits on such compensation: “The needed change is that all
denied boardings should truly be voluntary. The airline should pay whatever compensation is
necessary to convince a passenger to willingly give up the seat.”
We fully agree with the CTA that safety and security must remain of paramount priority.
But we also agree that that is a separate issue from flight seating sales management. And for a
number of reasons, airlines are not economically vulnerable to passenger overbookings as they
were in past eras, when consumers could routinely book multiple flights without penalty.13 With
greater airline industry concentration and reduced competition, advanced state-of-the-art
reservation and yield management systems14 that result in record-high average passenger loads
(historically 50-60 percent, now in the low 80s, often approaching 100 percent on international
flights),15 and penalties for “no-show” passengers. Consequently, if airlines overbook, they
should reasonably bear the risk of having more ticketed passengers than available seats, not the
ticketed passengers. The CTA’s proposal for Minimum Levels of Compensation are fair and just:
$900 CAD for delays of 0-6 hours; $1,800 CAD for 6-9 hours; and $2,400 CAD for more than 9
hours.
4. Tarmac Delays Over Three Hours
Consumers in the United States have for nearly ten years had the benefit of a similar U.S.
Department of Transportation rule,16 adopted in December 2009, that has worked quite
effectively in ensuring that passengers are treated humanely in tarmac delays, and in
incentivizing the airlines to reduce the number of delays. As Secretary of Transportation
Raymond LaHood stated at the time, “Airline passengers have rights, and these new rules will
require airlines to live up to their obligation to treat their customers fairly.” CR supported this
DOT rule, as well as its extension two years later to international flights, as well as charter
carriers and foreign airlines.17
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May 2017 CR hearing; press release, “Consumers Union Calls on Congress to Crack Down on Airlines in Wake
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As CTA’s proposal similarly states, the goal is simply to ensure that passengers during
extended tarmac delays are “properly treated.” Unfortunately, airlines worldwide have not
always adhered to minimum standards for maintaining working lavatories; proper ventilation,
heating, and cooling; food and drink; and passenger access to free communication with those
outside the aircraft. This proposal would require all of those basic protections.
Even once regulations are in place, however, it is important to maintain oversight. This
was underscored last month by media reports about a United Airlines flight from Newark to
Hong Kong that diverted to Goose Bay, Newfoundland where passengers were then stuck
onboard in frigid cold, with diminishing supplies of food, for more than 14 hours.18
Passengers concerns about getting to their destinations when flights have been delayed
for several hours are reasonably addressed in the proposal:
“As

well, after a 3 hour tarmac delay at a Canadian airport, airlines would be
required to return to the gate so that passengers can disembark. However,
a plane would be permitted to stay on the tarmac for up to 45 additional
minutes, if it is likely that it will take off within that period. This allowance
for a short extension is intended to ensure that the plane can take off if there
is a reasonable prospect of this occurring – so that passengers reach their
final destination and do not suffer further inconvenience caused by a flight
cancellation.”
This strikes a sensible balance for both passengers who will want to disembark and passengers
who will hope to continue their journeys as quickly as possible.
5. The Seating of Children Under the Age of 14
This is a fundamental safety and security issue that overrides any interest of a commercial
airline in increasing sources of additional revenue or in enhancing its own administrative
convenience. Children must be seated with their parent, family member. or adult companion. The
CTA proposal, as currently worded, would provide an important but bare minimum baseline:
Airlines would have to facilitate, at no extra cost and at the earliest opportunity,
the seating of children under 14 years of age in close proximity to their parent,
guardian or tutor. The proximity would depend on the age of the child:
* Under the age of 5: in a seat adjacent to their parent, guardian or tutor.
* Aged 5 to 11: in the same row and separated by no more than one seat
from their parent, guardian or tutor.
* Aged 12 or 13: separated by no more than one row from the parent,
guardian or tutor.

18

CNN, “Passengers Stuck on United Flight in Frigid Cold for More Than 14 Hours,” January 21, 2019,
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We urge you to further strengthen it, to even better ensure that children are safe and feel
secure.
The need for effective family seating rules is highlighted by a U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) report last year, the released a report that found sexual assaults onboard
commercial airline flights in the United States had increased by an “alarming rate” of 66%
between 2014 and 2017. The FBI report specifically noted that “typically” victims are women
and unaccompanied minors, sometimes as young as 8 years old.19
CR has supported such a stronger rule in the United States: ensuring that families with
children aged 13 or younger travel together at no additional cost. Legislation introduced in
Congress to require this, the Families Flying Together Act of 2015,20 resulted in enactment of a
law directing DOT to consider such a rule, and to establish it as deemed appropriate.21 And
Britain’s Civil Aviation Authority launched its own review of airline family seating policies in
2018.22
This is not just a matter of comfort, convenience, and economics; it is a fundamental
safety and security issue for the most vulnerable passengers. This is one area that should be offlimits to the airlines as a source of additional profits.23
For similar security and safety reasons, we are also pleased that the CTA proposal
contains specific wording pertaining to unaccompanied minors:
“airlines would also be required to establish a policy for unaccompanied minors,
and prohibit minors under the age of five from travelling without their parent or
an accompanying person who is at least 16 years old.”

19

Federal Bureau of Investigation, “Sexual Assault Aboard Aircraft: Raising Awareness About a Serious Federal
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6. Lost or Damaged Baggage
CR agrees with this proposal that the Montreal Convention treaty provisions for lost and
damaged bags that apply on international flights should be extended to domestic flights within
Canada as well. This will bring uniformity to all domestic carriers, with the limit of $2,100 CAD
per passenger.24 Recent media reports also suggest that passengers aren’t always properly
informed of these rights by the airlines, as indicated by the CBC report in December alleging that
Air Canada “lied” to a passenger about compensation.25
We also support the proposal that airlines should reimburse passengers for any paid
baggage fees when the baggage is lost or damaged. In fact, we respectfully suggest that this
proposal be expanded to include bags that are delayed being returned to passengers by the
airlines. We have advocated this position with respect to U.S. airlines.26 We note that the fees
airlines are now imposing for checking a bag can be quite considerable. On Air Canada, for
example, the fee for the first checked bag in economy class is $31.50 to $34.50 USD on domestic
flights; $30.00 to $31.50 USD on flights between Canada and the United States; and $30.00 to
$35.40 USD on flights between Canada and Mexico or the Caribbean.27
7. The Transportation of Musical Instruments
CR has not publicly advocated for a rule on this issue in the past. However,
ConsumerReports.org has published several articles about an infamous incident in 2009 in which
United Airlines damaged musician David Carroll’s instrument, prompting him to publish a song
entitled “United Breaks Guitars.” The most recent CR article was published in 2017.28
We recognize the need for this proposed regulation, which specifically would require
airline tariffs to provide the specific terms and conditions of carriage for musical instruments,
including transparency of fees for such transportation, an issue that we have long supported in
general for all airline ancillary fees. We recognize that such instruments are often economically
valuable, but also are critical for the livelihood of some passengers.
Conclusion
Consumer Reports is pleased that the Canadian Transportation Agency has proposed
these Passenger Protection Regulations for the Canadian airline market. As noted, we have long
24
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advocated for similar protections for the U.S. market. For the foregoing reasons, we support all
of these proposals, along with the additional recommendations discussed above.
Thank you for allowing us to comment.
Respectfully submitted,

William J. McGee
Aviation and Travel Adviser
Consumer Reports

George P. Slover
Senior Policy Counsel
Consumer Reports
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